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Die Tagung über Jordan Algebren und verwandte Gebiete stand in diesem

Jahr unter der Leitung von K. McCrimmon (Charlottesville), K. Meyberg

(München) und H. P. Petersson (ijagen). Als Teilnehmer konnten 43 Ma

thematiker aus der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, Frankreich, Israel,

Kanada und den USA begrüßt werden. Das Spektrum der Vorträge urnfaßte

neben Themen über Strukturen allgemeiner Art (Investigations of

algebras using derivations, Conservative algebras, Idempotents in the

double dual algebra, Automorphisms and Jordan ideals in prime rings,

The algebra of polynomial functions over an arbitrary algebra, Central

localization of rings) und algebraischen Aspekten der Jordan Theorie

(ze1manov2 , Coordinatization of Jordan triple systems, Semisimple real

Jordan triple systems, Exceptional simple Jordan algebras of generic

matrices, Minimal exceptional Jordan algebras, Quasi-invertible dense

Jordan pairs) eine Reihe von Themen der Jordan Theorie und ihrer

Anwendungen im Bereich der reellen und komplexen Analysis (Jordan

pairs and homogeneous Siegel domains, Theta functions for Jordan pairs,

Symmetrie spaces and Jordan algebras), im Bereich der Funktional

analysis (A Gelfand-Naimark theorem for c* tripies, Derivations of

Jordan C· algebras), im Bereich der Differentialgleichungen (The

Riccati differential equation in Jordan pairs, Jordan algebras and

solitary waves) und im Bereich der Geometrie (Octonion planes over

local rings). Zu nennen ist ferner eine Gruppe von Vorträgen über

Lie Algebren bzw. Lie Tripel Systeme (Construction of Lie algebras

from a elass of nonassociative algebras with involution, Dynkin

diagrams for Lie triple systems, Anti-Jordan pairs, Automorphisms of

the Lie algebra of the polynomials in a Banach space, Some remarks

about Lie algebra representations, Restricted simple Lie algebras

with two-dimensional Cartan subalgebras).
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Vortragsauszüge

B.N. ALLISON: Canstruction of Lie algebras fram a class of

nanassaciative algebras with involution.

Suppose (A,-) is an algebra with involution satisfying the operator

identity [T,V ] = V
T

- V T for x,y,z in A, where
z x,y zx,y x, zY

V (w) = (xy)w + (wj)x - (wi)y and T = Vz,l. Examples of
X,Y Z

such algebras include assaciative algebras, Jordan algebras

(with the identity rnap a~. involution), tensor products of two

composition alg~bras, algebras constructed from Hermitian ferms

(just as Jordan algebras are constructed fram quadratic forms),

and the 56-dimensional module for E7 with a,natural binary

product and involution. A Lie'algebra K(A, -) can be constructed

fram (A, ) in a manner generalizing the Tit~-Koecher construction

of a Lie algebra from a Jordan algebra. This Lie algebra K(A,

is central simple if and only if (A, ) is central simple. We

discuss the structure of the central simple algebras (A, -) and

the structure of the associated Lie algebras K(A , -).

G. BENKART: Investigations of algebras using derivations I

Let A be any finite dimensional algebra ov~r a field of

characteristic 0, and let L be a semisimple Lie algebra

of derivations of A. Then A = V
1
$-- .evn where the Vi are

irreducible L-rnodules.. The product V. x V. - A followed by the
1 J

projection onto Vk induces an L-module hornomorphism fram

ViGV j - Vk - Therefore by determining the Vi and the possible
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homomorphisrns·,. we can obta'in in'fo,rrnation concerning the structure'

of, A for certain specialized types' of algebras. (The.investigation

is joint workwith J.M .. Osborn, 'and two additional applications of

technique appear in his abstract.)

Application I - Real Division Algebras

If A is a ,finite dimensional division algebra over the reals,

then dirn A I, 2, 4 or 8. We let Der Adenote the derivation

algebra of A, and prove

Theorem: (i) dirn A, = 1,2' => Der A = ,0;. (ii) dim'A = 4

DerA .=,su{2')· or, dimDerA = 0,1; (iii) dimA = 8 => DerA =

cornpact G2 , su(3), su(2l$su(2), su(2) 'iN where N is an abelian

ideal and dirn N = 0, 1 ~ or N where N is abelian and dim N = 0,1,2.·

M:>reover all possibili ties occur.·

We ,then proceed using a'case by case analysis and module

theoretic techniques to investigat~ all real division algebras

with a given Lie algebra as its derivation algebra for each

'Lie algebra listed in the theorem. The results indicate that

most reaL divisitin algebra~ having nonzero derivations are

natural gener~lizations of, the quaternions and octonions with

the principal exceptions being those obtained from 3 x 3 skew

hermitian matrices.

J. M. OSBORN: 1nvestigations of algebras using derivations 11

We present two further applications of the technique discussed

in the preceding abstract.

Application II-Algebras admitting 51(3) as derivations

We consider the class of algebras A over the real numbers
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which admit 51(3) as derivations and which decompose as an

sl(3)-module into the direct SUffi of a module of .dimension 1,

two non-isomorphie modules of dimension 3, and an irreducible

module of dimension 8. We represent this situation by

A = 1 + 3 + 3 + 8 .

. This class of algebras is motivated by elementary particle

physics, and special cases have been investigated in detail

by Domokos and Kovesi-Domokos and by Gunaydin and Gursey. In

these algebras one of the 3-dimensional modules is associated

with quarks and the other with anti-quarks. The 8-dirnensional

module is associated with gluons, which hold the quarks together.

The multiplication in A can be expressed in terms of the

natural mult~plications between the four irreducible 51(3)

modules using a set of constants. Given an identity, such as

the flexible identity, one can derive necessary and sufficient

conditioDS on the set of constants for that identity to hold

in A.

Application 111 -Flexible Lie-admissible algebras

Motivated by recent papers in physics, we consider finite

dimensional flexible Lie-admissible algebras over fields of

characteristic o. We can show by examples that there is Da

hope of developing a Wedderburn-type structure theory for

those algebras, as has been done for associative algebras, Lie

algebras, Jordan algebras and various classes of power

associative algebras. If A is a flexible Lie~admissible algebra

and if adx(y) = xy-yx, then adx is a derivation of A for each

x E A. Thus A- acts as an algebra of derivations on A. The

- 4 -
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decomposition of ,the 'Lie algebra A-. using' the Levi decomposi tian

may b.e r~fin~dfurther by expressing the rad~cal af A-' as ~ sum

of,irreducibIe modules'over the semisimpJ..~ part of A-, and we

,use .this d~compos~tibn to investigate the·structure of A. In

particular' we can characterize those simple flexi~le ,Lie-admissible

a~gebras ~uch that the radical ·af ,A- is cl direct swnrnand of ·A-.

'Th;is inciude~ all simple algebras ,A such that A~ iso re'ductive.

,Our re'sul t ~hows thai; for any reductive 'Lie a·lge~~.a L, there

'exists a s~ple flexible Lie-admissiblealgebra A such that

A- = L.

R., BIX: Octonion'Planes over Locai'Rinqs

Let O. be an oct9nion algebra which is a 'free modute over a

. loca~ "ring. We classify the subgroups of the group of norm

, ..sen.isimi~a~i ties of H.'(03' Yl nonnalized by the g'roup 'of' ~orrn

.preserving '. tr~nsformations. We d~f in~ .the octon'ion plane

'determined by'H(03'Y) and prove that every 'collineation

between two such planes is induced by a norm sernisimilarity.

H. BRAUN: The ',Riccati differential eguation in Jordan pairs

As an introduction the linearization of the matrix Riccati

'differential equation was derived for m )C n-matrices (J.J. Levin,

Proc.Am.Math.Soc. 10, 1959 (512 - 524). Then the Riccati

differential equation for operators in a Banach space was mentioned

,(L. Tartar, J. of Fu.Analysis Q, 1974 (1 - 47».
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Let (V-,v+) be a Jordan pair, where v-,v+ are Banach spaces

(for definitions and notations see o. Laos, Jordan pairs,

Springer Lecture Notes 460). The triple product is denoted

by

but the lover index will only be used when it is unavoidable.

1
Put 2{xyx} =: O(x)y. Let I be aR-intervall, n an init~al point

in I, k a given initial value, k E v+. Let v·(~) ,w(E;) be given

continuaus functions, v : I - V-, w : I - v+ and let D and Q

•
o ±

be continuous. The Riccati differential equation (without linear

.term) will be defined by

Q(x)v + w.

The solution x : I x I - v+· with initial' value k at the point n

will be denoted by x«(,n). Use the notations

B(U,t) := Id - D(u,t) + O(u)O(t),ut
:= B(u,t)-l(u-Q(u)t),

, +
fpr u E V ,t E V- if the inverse of B(u,t) exists.

initial value k = 0 at n = 0, put

Theorem: Let x be. the solution of ·the Riccati equation with
o

• X (E;, n) := x
o

I~I-AutVO , z I x I .. V- , salve the linear system

then

= D(x ,v)h+ ' ah_
o a~

= -D(v,x. )h_
o

Then x(t,n) is the solution with initial value x(n,n) k (in

- 6 -
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a neighborhooQ of' . n) .•

Indication of the proof: Use for the functions ur~),' t(~)

·the fonnula

aut ", t at ' -1 dU
.d~ Q~u ~~ + B(u,t) ~.

'This fo~ula can also be used to salve the Riccati'equation

I _.

i

. explicit.ly for special. c~ses.

R.'BRAUN: A'Gelfarid Naimark theorem.for C*Triples

Def.: .Let· ,(A,11.) a ~.;Banachspace (I< E {Ri<J:})' and

< > : AxAxA - .'A,' an R

N-triple 'over J<',:' if

trilinear ~ap, then A is cal1ed·

(i)

(2.)

< ,xy~.~ ~ Sx D .8·y '8 ' B' z 0

< xxx.> xl 3 'Ix E A.

v x,.y, z E A

These normeonditions can be used, for several kinds of algebrai~

structures, for example for Jordan, alternative or associative·

triples. A c*triple is 'an ~ssociati've trip'le(of 2ndkind)

which is an N-trip~e over (: such that < > is cE-li~ear in .the -ou't~r

"variables 'and. conju9ate l·inear. in the middle' variable.

Theorem: (GelfandNairnark 'for C~triples):

Let (A,< >,1.) be a c*triple,. e+O a tripotent(e.g.<eee> = e)

and A.= ~OO e AOI ~ A10 $ All the corresponding Peircedecornposition

{x E A I <eex> = jx, <xee > kx}. Assurne

1) e is maximal (in the sense that AOO = {Oll and

2) e + ~«eww> '+ <wwe» is invertible in the associative

- 7.-
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Then there exists a cornplex Hilbertspace and a faithful

representation w : A - L(H).

J. DORFMEISTER: Jordan Pairs and Homogeneous Siegel Domains

The group Aut D (K, S) of biholomorphic maps of a homogeneous

Siegel domain D (K, S) in V~ xU is described.

We first note G = G_ 1 + G_ 1/ 2 + Go + G1/ 2 + G1 where GA is

parametrized by PA. As G~ = (G([ n linear polynomials) +

G4: I) const.) + (G(: n quadratic) =:. G~ + G~1 + Gi we get a Jordan

R + - + G' - GIpair = (R ,R ),~ = -1' R = 1 by setting {XEY_EZ E}=

-[[XE,Y_E],ZE]. Now put M = (M+,M-) M+ = va: ED U, M-= P1~e P1/2

and provide the latter with the dual cornplex structure), then

there exist canonical isomorphisms j : ME - RE turning M into
E

a Jordan pair. We now get (exp x1/ 2 [w])(z,u) = «z,u)+ f(z,\l,w)}w

(the quasi-inverse in the Jordan pair M) and (exp Xl [x])(z,u)

(z,u}x. Using a theorem of W. Kaup the description of AutD(K,S) is

cornpleted.

J. FAULKNER: Dynkin diagrams for Lie triple systems

Let T be a simple Lie triple system over an algebraically

closed field of characteristic zero and let H be a Cartan

subalgebra of L+ = [T,T] where L

the standard embedding of T. Let ( , ) be the restrietion of

is irreducible, let Ql+1 be

the Killing form on L pulled over to

a set of simple roots f~r L+. If T

*H • Let be
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··tbe minimal weight ..Other~ise iet . a l +1 , a.'~+2' be the 'minimal

··ve:igbts of, th~" compori~~t~.,of T .•

Lelmna 1:." (]J A,~ .
~J

2 (a . 'ci.)
1., J. E 1l

(a", a.)
J' J

(2') "

(3) ',3 ~i ,·E 1l, ,mi 2: 0 with m A o ·where A = (A~:.e
. ,1J '

an'~'m'

fm i '.·...mt,21

. (m1 , ..•,. , rot ' 1 , ~ ).

'i'f ,T is 'irreducibl"e

otherwise

.~ .fram node i . to node j.

ud o· ) 0:';' Ö· etc.

.Lemm~' 2: r is an "~ffine Dynkin diag.r~ ~~d '~he 'mi are

~iquelr determined ~p 'to a scalar ~ultip+e.

'-Mar~n~ the vertice.s 'l+l, .l+2 by tl', we.· <jet a' marked graph

Cf ,a) .

- Theorem: ,(r, ß) ,is one of 40 pos~ibilities each corresponding

to a s~ple Lie tripie system.

Examples: corresponds to the Jordan pair

o octonion.

corresponds to, the Lie tripie system of trace zero (2l + 1)

square matrices.

9-
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J. C. FERRAR: Anti-Jordan pairs

A pair (P1,P-l) of vector spaees with produet MExM_ExME- ME

«(x,y ,z) - {~y Z}) satisfying i){x y z }=-{Z y x }
E -E E E -E E -E -E E E -E e:

and i i ){Oe EY_ EZe: }u_ Ev E} = { {x EU _ Ev E} Y_ EZ e: ~ +{x E{Y_ EV EU _ E} Z E } +

{?CEY_E{ZEU_Ev~}} for all xE,ze:,ve: E ME,y_Eu_
E

E M_E,E = :!: 1,

is an anti-Jordan pair.

Theorem: A simple anti-Jordan pair over k algebraically closed

of characteristic zero is isomorphie to one of.

a) Sps(2n): PI = P-1 = k 1 ,2n '{~EY-Eze:}=

(~EOY_;) ze: + (X:e:QZE
t

) Y-E - (ze:Oy_;> x~, 0

P
E

c) Syrn(n) ~ GL(n,n)

( 0 I)
-I 0

•

Remark: via an embedding process analogous to the well-known

Jordan pair - Lie tr1ple system - Lie algebra we obtain

an embedding sequence anti Jordan pair - anti Lie triple

system (satisfying Lie triple system identities except

[xyz] = [~zy] - Lie superalgebra which maps simple objects

tosimple objects •

P.D. GERBER: Jordan Algebras and Solitary Waves

A large number of physically relevant differential equations

exhibeting solitary wave behaviors have been suceessfully

analysed by the inverse scattering methode A key step in the

development of this method was the discovery (by R. Miura, 1967)

that the transformation v = U + u 2 maps the Modified Korteweg. x

de Vries (MKdV) u t - 6u 2
U

x
+ U = 0 into the Korteweg de

xxx

- 10 -
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Vries (~dV) ,equation v t - 6vvx vxxx •.

In order to extend the method to systems (equations in ~n), we

seek conditions on f,' H and'~ such that v'= ~(ti,u ) (M) ,
x

rnaps u t = u xxx + H{Q)Ux (S)· into v t = vxxx+ H(V)Vx(T). After

giving precise assu.mtions on (M)', (S) ,'(T),' we can prove the

following theorem.

Theorem: (M) transforrns (S) into (T) if and only if (M), (S) , (T)

have the form

v
t

v + (R*[V] +'J)v
xxx x

where ... is multiplication in an algebra 0(*) and

i) 0(*) is·a Jordan algebra

ii)' B(u2 *p) +2u* C(Bu).p) = \i2.(Bp) + 2(Bu)*(u*p) vu,p E Q

iii) 3BR*[Bu] -R*[U] (R*[e] + J) = 3R*[Bu]B - (R*['c] + J)R*[U]

iv) (R* [c] + 'J) B = B (R'" [ c] + J) •.

.'w. HEIN.: Conservative algebras

For an unitary commutative ring k and a k-module X let

Alg X : = HQm (X.' ~d X ). Obviously the elerilE~nts of Alg X can

be identified with the left rnult~pliC'.ationoperators of all

algebras on X.For a, b E X' and A E Alg X we write aAb :.= A (b) .-. a

A(a) (b) to denote the rnultiplication' in the algebra A. AlgX

- 11 -
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becomes an End X - Lie module by setting a(T.A) b.- T (aAb)

(Ta)Ab - aA{Tb) for T E End X I A E Alg X I a , b E X. For

A,B E Alg X and a E X we define a new algebra by AaB := -Aa • B.

The algebra A
a

:= AaA is called the a-homotope of A(The foregoing

notations are due to M. KOECHER.)

In 1972 I. L. KANTOR introduced the notion of "conservative

algebra 11, whieh in the above setting means the following: An algebra

A on X is called eonservative , if there exists an algebra B on X

such that AaAb = AaBb for all a,b E X. In a slightly more

•

general sense this means , that the set of all hornotopes of A

is invariant under the action of the subalgebra of {EndXr

generated by all left multiplication operators Aa .

Let {a,b,c)~abc be a ternary product on X such that there

exists an e E X with a~eae (a E X) bijective. Then the

algebra (a,b)~aeb{a,b E X) is conservative, if ab(xyz)-

xy(abz) = (abx)yz - x(bay)z for.all a,b,x/y/z E X.

For any conservative algebra A we construct an anti-

comrnutative algebra L(A) which, in case A has a left unit e,

is a Lie algebra if and only if A satisfies [a, [b,c]] + [ab,e] +

[b,ac] = 0 for all a/b,c. Conservative algebras with thes~. b
conditions satisfy the "fundamental fonnula tl Bab B C BaB c

for all hornotopes B of A and a suitable linear transformation

a.......-.... a (a E X). Moreover, T...,.T* := T - ATe+ (Te) T for a certain

linear transformation T of X defines a homomorphisrn of
* -1

(End X) - of degree 2, and we have T.Aa = A (to·T 'Ot ) (a) I

t(a) := a, (~)* = -A~, a,b E X.

- 12 -
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..
, . j:~'. HEINz~:',.Au·~oxri~rp.h~srits· o'f the L~e'algebra ,af' the

polynomials in'a Bahach.space

~t· X be a Bana,ch space over J< (I< = R' orJ< = «:) and L[X], be

the vector,space of -i:h~ .continuou~ p~~y~omials fr~m X- to x_

The (Frechet':'-lderivative at a point x E X 'for ~ polynornial

p E L[X]. iso denoted by·Dp(x). With. the multiplication

L[X]xL[xl - L[X], (p,q) ....... p.q, (p.q) (x) := Dp (x) (q (x» ,

~[X] be~mes a 'r~ght-syimnetric algebra, that means, the

,'ässoci:ator" (p,q,h)" .::=(p-q) eh-pe (q-h)

is '. symmetriC? :in ·the .~ast two' arguments. Therefore L [X] endowed

with ~he:cammutator-product

. ,

L['X·l~~[X) ~~[X], (p,q)~ [p,q] := p-q- q.p,

is a Lie' algebra, ..d.enoted 'by Lie [X J. In' the following the group ,

Aut'Lie[Xlof automorphisms of Lie[X] 'is discussed~ There exist

. -at least two types of autom~rphisms:

•

'i) 'I' (~).: L[X] -.L[?C), .'1' (f)p.:= (f·p,) .o·f-·l, where f is an

element ·of, the group' 'G[X] := {f E L[X); f (0) = 0, Df (c;».

invertible,' f:""1 E L[X]}. (Here is .. '0" the usual composition

of mappinqs and f-l the inverse of f relative to ,,0',,).• ' e,.
ii) S. : L[X] -L[X], Sa(p) (x) := p(x+.a), where a·E X, the

a .

so-called group of substitution- autbmorphisrns, . denoted

by' Subst L[X]. Obv.iously the group Sub~t L[X] i~ isomorphie

to the a~ditive group (X,+).

- 1-3 -
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Denote by e the identity mapping of X, e (x) .- x for

all x E X. We get the following results:

Theorem 1: The set G := {W EAut Lie[X); (We) (0) = o} is a

subgroup of Aut Lie[X], and the mapping 'l' : G[X] - G, f~'V (f),

is a group isomorphism.

A greater subgroup of Aut Lie X is described by

Theorem 2: The set G := {W E Aut Lie[X]; X-X, a~(Wa) (0),

is surjective} is a subgroup of Aut Lie[X], and each

automorphism W E G"has a unique representation

as W = lf(f) o'Sa with .fEG[X] and a EX.

•

J. LOUSTAU: Idempotents in the Double Dual Algebra

Let A be a non-associative algebra over a field F with

identity e. There is a rnultiplication on A** .- HomF(HoffiF(A,F),F).

denoted by' 0, so that (A**, 0) eontains A as a· subalgebra .

Further, the double dual of any subalgebra of A is naturally

a subalgebra "of"A*". Moreover, for A assoeiative, HOffiF(A,F)

is a right -A-module via the dual to left multiplication and

A** ;s isomorphie to the cornplete ring of A-endomorphisms of

this module. Hence, in the case of an associative algebra

the idempotents in A** cqrrespon~ to complimented submodules

of HomF(A,F). If A is power-associative, x E A is transcen

dental, then F[X]* is the direct SUffi of indecornposable F[x]-

modules and associated with one of these modules is an

idempotent q> E A** such that x 0 q> is locally nilpotent on

F[X]* and xo(e - q» is invertible.

- 14 -
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J. MAYNE: Automorphisms and Jordan ideals in prime rings

Let R' be an associative prime ri~g'and Z be its center.

Let T be a function T: R ,- R such that [xT,x] is in Z

for all x E Rand r i~ also an endomorphism of .the group

is aumust be commutative. Also ifR

R .has a nontrivial centralizing automorphism,e
R under 'addition~ Such a mapping T is called central~zing.

It is known that if

or derivation, theri

Jordan ideal, char R 4: 2,'and .T 1s a nontrivial centralizing

derivat~on on U, then U~' Z~ Here ~e investigate the

. automorphism,ca~e.

Proposition: Let R' be a 'prime ring of· char * 2· and' T be a

m~ppirig fram R to R' which pr,eserves addition and sq\l:aring,. If ·U

is a subset of R

u 2 E U and [u,uT ]

closed under addition and for all u 'in U,.

is in z;. then [uT ,u] = o.

R is a prime ring of char + 2 and U is aTheorem: Supp~se

Jordan ideal of R. If. R has an automorphism which is nontrivial -

on U and such that [u,u~] is in Z for all u in U, then U ~ Z.

Both the Jacobson theory of Jordan a~.gebras with d.c.c., and

the Goldie theory of Jordan algebras with a.c.c., on inner

ideals require the result that tpe nil radical of an algebra

K.McCRIMMON:
·2

Zelmanov •
with chain condition is nilpotent. In 1977 Ephim Zelmanov
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succeeded where others had failed l and established

Ze1manov's Nilpotenee Theorem: If a Jordan algebra has a.c.c.

or d.c.c. on inner ideals, then its nil radical is nilpotent.

Although stated for linear Jordan algebras l the result can

be extended to quadratie Jordan algebras .

TO make use ~f the chain condition we need a rieh supply of

annihilation inner ideals A (X) , . such that X C Y => A(X) :> A(Y)

and xc A (Y)<==>Y C A(X). Then A (X) = A (A (A (X») land A is an

order anti-isornorphisID of period 2 on annihilator inner ideals l

so either ehain condition implies the other. By basing proofs

on such a symmetric annihilator, we can treat the a.c.c and

d.c.c simultaneously.

ZeLffianov introduced the annihilator A(x) = {zlzoX = [ZIJ1X] = O}

or better {z!v X = O} = {Z!Vx = O}. In the quadratic case one
Z, IZ

must define - A(x) = {zjvz1x = vx,z UzX = Uxz = UzUx = UxUz = O}.

From the properties of this coneept cf annihilator one

establishes the main theorem-by aseries of steps: in the

• presence of the a.c.c.or d.c.c. nil => lower radical => locally

nilpotent => solvable ~ Penieo solvable => nilpotent.

These steps each have completely different proofs, so a

single direct proof is still lacking.
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'K. MEYBERG: "Coordinatizat:Lon of .. jordan Triple, Systems"

The classical coordinatization'theorem of N. Jacobson for

Jor4an" algebras asserts' that a Jordan alge~ra with,a supple

',ment.ary·,family.of' nxn 'Jordan,ma"trix uni~s (for,ri~3) is

>': ',.i~omC?rp~ic" ~o a~ordan', mat~ix algebra Hn (D, ..Do) of hermi~ian

·nxn 'ma~rl~es 'with coordinates in an altern~tive algebra D,

,with nuclear ,invoiu~ion, which is assoc~at~ve 'i~. ri~4. "This
,',

th~orem'not ~~~Y 1s fundamental in class~fying the'~~ple

,'Jordan aigebras, ,'but als'o immediately de~cribes their unital

b~odules. In.a jo~nt work with K~ :McCrimmon we. develop asimilar

.. coordinatization for Jord~n, triple systems. Eiere there are ,3 distinct

c~se,s,:'~, the r~·c.tangular pxq-matri'cEis, M ,(Dl,' the .sym.plectic nxn
'. .': " .. ' ", '." .", '" ,'" ',' " > " ".... . -.'p~q,.., .
·matri~es ..Sn (D,) "aild the ~n.. 'he~~ti~n matrices Hn{D;D~, j) _ over D.·

. . ,

''Ne ~hO~ 'that ~,Jordan'tr"i~le syst~ wit~l,"pxq ,rectangular grid

(,p+q ~ 3)., nxn symplectic ,grid (n 2:; 4)-' o~,' nxn, hermitian grid ~n 2:; 3)

,i~' a. rectangular , symplectic, or .. hermitiap matrix sy~~em whos'e

~ordi~ate'..algebra is ~ssoc,iative if· p+q 2:; 4. in' the re,:t~ngular.

case',or' n ~ 4 : in't.l)e ,henn'itian 'case, "and~,c~nun'4tativ.e"associative
. .

i~' the '~sYmplec~ic ~ase if n ~ 4~' 'The key' here i5 the fact that any

two'collinear' tripotents are' coordinatized by ,a~ al'ternative

,algebra~"~~,th involution.

. ,
E. NEHER: Semisimple real Jordan triple systems

All Jordan tripies considered ar~ semisimple,real and finite-

dimensional. Let V be such ,a triple. An" invol~ti~e automorphism

a of ··V is ~alled a Cartan~involution if the quadratic form

•

v - trace {u {v,av,u}) is positive-definit~.

- 17 -
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Theorem: Let V· be a semisimple subsystem of V. Then every

Cartan-involution of V· can·be extended to a Cartan-invo

lution of v.

Assume W is a compact Jordan tripie system (i.e. id
w

is a

Cartan-involution) and B is an involutive automorphism of w.

Then

is areal semisimple Jordan tripie system. A Corollary of

the theorem is that every real semisirnple Jordan triple

system arises in this way. Since W simple <0 WB central

s~ple one gets.a" classification of the central-sirnple real

Jordan tripie systems by a classification of the simple

.compact Jordan tripie systems, which is known, and a classi-

fication of the involutive autornorphisms of each simple

oompact Jordan tripie system.

This~ classification includes a classification of the

involutive isometries of the irreducible bounded symmetrie

domains.

• Wß : = {x E W: Bx x} ED i{x E W:ßx -x} c w(:

Text ~ Anschluß an G.Benkart.

C\•
J .M. OSBORN: ~ Investigations of algebras using derivations 11

H.P. PETERSSON: Exceptional Simple Jordan Algebras of

Generic Matrices

The technique of generic rnatrices, due to Amitsur, has given

rise to st!iking advances in the theory of associative algebras.

- 18 -
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It is the purpose of this lecture to indicate what happens'

when this technique is applied to the setting of exceptional

'simple Jordan algebras. Let F be an infinite field of

characteristic not 2., and write J s (F) for the split exceptional

simple Jordan algebra over F.

Choose an infinite sequence Y = (Yp)p~O of "generic matrices",

i.e., of generically independent elements, over Js(F). So Y lives

in J (Cl, the split exceptional simple Jordan algebra over ~
5

same purely transcendental extension field Q of F. The basic

idea of Amitsur adapted to the Jordan setting now consists in

looking at J' defined to be the smallest F-subalgebra of J s ( Q )

which contains 1 as weIl as all the Y 1 5 and stays invariant
p

under the adjoint mapping. It is shown that the center , R , of

J' may be ~iewed as a subring of Q , which allows us to look

at its quotient field L

IIcentral localization ll
]

Quot R in Q and to consider the

L 9 RJ'. We prove that J is a central

exceptional Jordan division algebra over L which can only

be obtained fram the Second Tits Construction of exceptional

simple Jordan algebras •. This is accomplished by using the

technique of IIspecializati9n" adapted to the Jordan setting •

•M. RACINE: Minimal exceptional Jordan algebras

A (unital) exceptional algebra i~ minimal if all (unital)

proper subalgebras are special, exceptional division algebras

being an example. Let J = H(03)' 0 the split octonions,

Petersson has shown that all maximal nilpotent subalgebras

of J are conjugate (and of dim.12). One can show that these

- 19 -
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algebras are special. Therefore in searching for minimal

exceptional algebras in J we must consider subalgebras

having non-zero semi-simple part. If A ~ L ~ R, L semi-simple,

R radical, let F be the penultimate term in the Penico

sequence, then F is a.point space and T(F) = 0:

J(F) = {x E Jlx x F s F} is the largest subalgebra of J

containing F as an ideal. Using the classification of traceless

point spaces Fand of their idealizers J(F) a 16 dimensional

minimal exceptional algebra is obtained.

H.L. RESNIKOFF: Theta Functions for Jordan Pairs

Following some historical observations to mark the '15~

anniversary of the publication of C.G.J: Jacobi's Fundamenta

nova theoriae functionum ellipticarum# theta functi~ns

associated with cornplex finite dimensional Jordan Pairs

admitting a positive Hermitian involution were defined.

Let (V+,V) be such a Jordan Pair with triple product

V+XVxv+ -"v+ denoted by (u*,v,w*)~{uv w} where U,V,w E" V

and ... : V -v+ is the involution, and" we write U,w in the

~ product in place of u·,w*. Let e!,e2 E V be tripotents

such that e 1 + e 2 is maximal, and V = $ Vij be the corresponding

Peirce decomposition. VII (i V12 (i ".V22 A ~ ~ where A is

a formally real Jordan algebra: write Vij = Aij ~ ~ for

lSiSjS2. Choose lattices L12 C Al2 and L10'C V10 , an

elenent H' such that 0 <H E All' and let Z = z22 (i z20 EV22 ED V20

- 20 -
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belang to the Siegel domain of type 2

D
. *

{z22 $ z20 E V 22 $ V 20 : z22;~22

Let U E Vl2 m VlO. Set a(u,v) = ctraceD(u,v) where

D(u, v) w = {u v w} and, the constant c is determined 50 that

alAxA coincides w~th the reduced trace. Finally, put Q(x)y =

t{XYx}. Then the theta function of order H associated with

the lattice L = Ll2 fi L10 and the Siegel domain D is

el(Z,U:H) = A'ft expina(Q(A)Z + He1A10AlO } + {e1UA}.H)

. A~AI2~AI0

This series satisfies analogues of ·all the usual functional

and differential equations, and reduces to the theta function

associated with a ~ordan algebra when V10 = V20 = o.

H. ROHRL: The algebra of polynominal functions over an arbitrary

algebra.

•

Let R be an associative, commutative, unital ring which contains

an infinite field. By aR-algebra A ist rneant a R-rnultilinear

multiplication lllI ~ A - A; the arity m is fixed throughout and is ~e ..
Far any set X one has-the algebra of formal polynomials over A

with indeterminates in X, the indeterminates are not comrnuting, not

associating, etc., and the elements of A do not comrnute, do not

associate, etc. with the elements of X. Call this algebra A[X]fl·

Each P€A[X]f.l is a function P An-A, for suitable n = n(P).

The nullfunctions form an ideal In, and we set A[X] = AtX]fl/~n

and call it the algebra of polynornial functions over A with

- 21 -
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indeterminates in X. A hOIl1omorphisrn of algebras, f : A - B, is

called nomial if it induces a hornornorphism A[X] - B[X], for

any X. All m-ary algebras together with all nornial homomorphisms

through A-A[X], for sorne X.

form a category NRAi9m• It is clear that all surjective

homomorphisms are in NRAl9m •

Proposition: f : A -B is nomial iff it factors surjectively

n
BRBi • If f: A - B is nornial and P is a prime ideal of B with

o = f-l(p), then 0 is a prime ideal of A; it is conjectured that

for any pr~e·~ f-l(p) ist a prime.

Put y (A) = {a E A : 3q E E, s.t. any product in A that containes

• Proposition: If n n
f i : Ai - Bi is nornial, then so is ImR f i : ISIRAi -

•

at·p least q factors equal to a, vanishes}. For an ideal I in A,

define 11 by ll/1 =:= y (A/I) •

Proposition: y(-) is a functor on NRA19m.

If R = F is a f ield and dirnFA = d < Cl), there is an inj ective

X
algebra homomorphism A[X]~F[Xl,•. ,Xd] ~FA, where X1 ,--,Xd

are mutually disjoint copies of X. A is called strictly simple

if this is an isomorphism. The strictly simple F-algebras

form a non-empty Zariski-open set in the space of all

d-dimensional algebras •

Proposition: A strictly simple ~ A is radical free

Theorem:

dim~[X]< Q:I <=> A is radical.

A strictly simple ~ F [Xl' · · , Xd ] 2 I"-'-'X-
1 (I Im FA)

is a lattice isomorphism of ideals which preserves products,

prime ideals,'--

This theorem implies: 1) A strictly simple, A~B nomial,

then there is an associative, comrnutative unital F-algebra B
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",,"li th B - B~FA over A, and y (B) is the prime radical of B.

2)" if, in addition, B is finitely generated over A as an algebra,

then B is noetherian, y(B) is the Jacobson radical of B, B is a

Jacobson algebra. If one permits the zeros of P E A[X1 , .• ,Xm] to

lie in AF ', F' any algebraic extension of F, then one has

Hilbert's Nullstellensatz: A strictly simple, P E A[X
I

, .. ,Xn ],

I id~alCA[Xl, •. ,Xn] => (zeros (P) 2 zeros (I)<c==> P E II).

This irnplies that for F algebraically closed, and A as above, ,

- nrnax specA[X
1

, •• ,Xn ] A; and p(a
1

, •• ,an ) = 0 => P E (Xl-al'· .,xn-an ·

Theorem: A strictly simple, Band C uni tal algebras,

f : B §D~ - C §Q FA an algebra hornomorphisrn with f (1 Im a)

V a E A. Then 3
1

q>: B - es. t. f = <p ~ i dA .

A similar descent theorem is valid for derivations.

1 ~ a,

Corollary: A strictly simple => the category (A,NRAl9rn ) of nornial

A-algebras is equivalent to the category of associative,' commutative

(not nec. unital) F-algebras. In particular, Aut(B,A) ; Aut(CA{B),F},

where B is a nomial extension of A, and C
A

(-) is the above

equivalence of categories.

The corollary leads to a generalization of Wedderburn's Principle

Theorem etc.

i-I . rn-i
A general A-module M is aR-module together wi th ~R A ~ Rr--l DiQ~ R 'A-~

i = 1, •• ,m. M is called nomial, if A - A E9 M (split null extension) .,

is nomial.

Theorem: The category NAMod of nomial A-modules is a Grothendieck

category with enough injectives, projectives, and free objects.

The free objects are exactly the homogeneous degree one piece

A[X] (1) of A[X]. A itself and all ideals of A are in NAMod.

Theorem: If A is a finite dimensional F-algebra, then for sorne

finite field extension Fo of F, A ;f.rr. (strictly simple alg's)x
1n1te

null algebra~for all finite field extensions F' of F,
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gl dim (N y-Mod) = O.
A

Theorem: If A is strictly simple, then gl dirn (NAMOd) nd

where'd = dimFA.

H. STRADE: Same remarks about Lie algebra representations

Sei L eine endlich ,dimensionale Lie~p-algebra über algebraisch

abgesc~lossenem Körper der Charakteristik p > 2, U die Universelle

Einhüllende und Z das Zentrum von U. Dann gilt:

Satz: 1) Sei n.- max{Dimension irreduzibler Darstellungen von U}.

"1 2 d" ( )Dann g~ t n = ~mQ(Z) U QzQ Z

2) Sei M := {maximale Ideale M von U, so daß dimU/M = n
2
}.

Dann gilt: Y M E M 3a E Z - M, so daß U (a) eine zentral

separable Z(a)-Algebra ist.

3) (Z () M) U = M<==>M E M~ (z n M) U E Spec (U).

Satz: Sei M ein irreduzibler L-modul. Dann gibt es eine p-Unter-

algebra Q, so daß gilt

1) Es gibt genau einen irreduziblen Q-Untermodul MO von M.

= (0) oder N/_ 1
c.p 0 (Kid)•

M wird induziert von MO.

2) Es giQt ein Ideal N von

N (1) C <p:1(Kid)

3) N/_ 1
q> 0 (Kid)

(Sei <PO die Darstellung)

RQ, so daß rad ( IN) = (0),'

ist direkte Summe

irreduzibler p-Moduln von Q/N mit gerader Dimension.

Korollar: Die Bestimmung der irreduziblen Darstellungen einer

Lie-algebra läßt sich zurückführen auf diejenige von Lie-algebren

G, deren Radikal gerade das eindimensionale Zentrum ist.
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A. TILLIER: Symmetrie Spaces and Jordan Algebras

Let Inv(U) be the open set of invertible elements of U, where

U is a finite-dimensional Jordan algebra over R with unit e.

Then Inv (U) is a synunetrie space, pseudo - Riemannian if U is

1/2 - simple. Inv (U) is not conneeted; we give adefinition

of the' connected components in the formal real case, and

relations between their groups of tr~vections and the group

generated by the quadratie representation.

H. UPMEIER: Derivations of Jordan C*-algebras

Derivations of Jordan C*-algebras (JB-algebras) are important

to mathematical physies (quantum meehanics) and complex

analysis (bounded synunetric domains). By the structure theory

of Alfsen, Shultz and St~~er, the study of JB-derivations

can be reduced to the case of JC-algebras (Jordan algebras

of Hilbert spaee operators). Our extension theorem shows

that all derivations of reversible JC-algebras can' be extended

to derivations of c*-algebras and are therefore induced by

Hilbert spaee operators. Here reversibility can not be omitted

as examples of spin faetors show..We prove that JB-algebras with

Banach predual have only inner derivations (except algebras ~.

of type 12 ). For JB-algebras in general, each. derivation is

a l~it of inner derivations in a certain topology (approximation

theorem). As an application we obtain fundamental algebraic

properties (semi-simpZicity, simplicity) of JB-derivation

algebras.
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K.S. WATSON: QUASI-INVERTIBLE DENSE JORDAN PAIRS

The class of quasi~invertible dense Jordan Pairs is introdueed

and discussed. "Let V =(y+,V-) be a Jordan Pair over a ring k.

Fer a E VO, b E V-o (0·= +), let Y (a, b) = {x EVa : (a + x, b) is
- a

quasi-invertible}. Then the linear fractional topology of V
O

is defined.to be the topology on y a which has the Va(a,b),

4It a EVa, b EV-a as a sub-basis. We call va quasi-invertible dense

(qid) if each Va(a,b) is dense in Va with the linear fraetional

topology. The Jordan pai~. Y is itself qid if both y+ and V-

are qid•. We show that a semi-simple Jordan Pair V over a ring k

.with dce on principal inner ideals is qid provided that kx

is infinite fo~ all x EVa", ° = +. The proof makes use of the

·soele of a non-degenerate Jordan Pair.

R.L. WILSON: Restricted simple Lie algebras with two

dimensional Cartan subalgebras

The following theorem has been proved (in joint work with

R. Block): Let F be an algebraically closed field of

characteristic p > 7. Let L be a finite-dimensional

restricted s.imple Lie algebra over F. Assurne that H eotltains

a two-dimension~l taral Cartan subalgebra H. Then L is either

classical (af type A2, C
2

", or G2 ) or L is isomorphie to the

2p2-dimensional Jaeobson-Witt algebra W2 =Der F[xl'X2]/(xlP,x2P»

In tbe course of the proof of this theorem it is neeessary to

determine all finite-dimensional semisimple Lie algebras Lover

F containing a two-dimensional toral Cartan subalgebra.
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R~ WISBAUER: Central localization of rings

The object of this talk is to show, how associative module

theory can be applied to obtain certairi results on

(nonassociative) rings.

I. Associative module theory

Let R be an associative ring with unity, R-mod the

.category of unitary left R-modules. arM] denotes the

full subcategory of R-mod, whose objects are all modules

~ubgenerated by the R-module M.

We are studying the torsion theory defined by the injec-

tive hull M of M in the Grothendieck category 0 [M] •

A submodule K c M is called rational in M, if M/K is a
....

torsion module in this torsion theory, i.e. HomR(M/K,M)= 0

or - equivalently - Hom"R (V/K,M) = 0 for all KCVCM.

Theorem: If every essentialsubmodule is rational in M,

then

(1) EndR"(M) is a regular, left injective ring

(2) l~ Ho~(K,M) = HornR(M,M) = EndR(M).

K essential in M.

II.Ring theory

Consider any ring A (nonassociative, without 1)

as module overits multiplicationring M(A). Applying I

we have the subcategory 0M(A)[A] of M(A)-mod ·and
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Lenuna If Ais. a semiprime ring, then every essential

ideal is rational in A.

Observing that End
M

(:A) <A) is the centroid of A

we obtain by the theorem above properties of the

"extended centroid of the ring (= En~(A) (A».

Berichterstatter: Kurt Thilo
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